
process, which leads to the development of areas of thickened

and irregular cartilage. These areas of abnormal cartilage can

become partially or completely detached from the underlying

bone. Completely detached fragments are referred to as ‘joint

mice’ as they can travel throughout the joint causing

inflammation which in turn will lead to further damage of the

normal cartilage. 

OCD lesions can form in a number of joints with the hock

being commonly affected. Within the hock OCD lesions can

typically form on the lower portion of the tibia or the talus,

which is one of the large bones forming the upper joint in the

hock. 

Horses with hock OCD will present with a swelling in the

upper hock joint, commonly referred to as a bog spavin. In most

cases these OCD lesions will not cause any overt lameness and

the swelling can be managed conservatively with anti-

inflammatory medication and controlled exercise. In those cases

of OCD that result in lameness it is recommended that the loose

fragments are removed arthroscopically,  and the prognosis

following this procedure is excellent. 

Fractures associated with exercise

The most common exercise-related fractures in the hock are

fractures of the third and central tarsal bone and the proximal

cannon bone where it articulates with the lower row of bones in

the hock. Fractures in the thoroughbred generally occur because

of repetitive strain on the

bone. During high-speed

exercise large loads are

transmitted through the bone

and this repeated high-speed

loading results in the

formation of micro-fractures.

In normal circumstances

these micro-fractures are

repaired naturally by the

processes of bone

remodelling and modelling.

With repeated loading of the

bone during training, over

time the balance in this

process can shift towards

micro-fracture formation.

These micro-fractures

accumulate and result in

bone failure and ultimately a

fracture.

Horses with fractures in
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HE HOCK joint is the common name for the tarsus

which is found in the hindlimb of the horse and is

the equivalent of the human ankle. The hock is a

complex joint, made up of numerous small bones

arranged in three rows, forming four separate joints held

together with ligaments. Of these four joints the most proximal

joint, between the lower portion of the tibia and the upper row of

bones, is a large high-motion joint and is responsible for

approximately 90% of movement. The lower three joints are

low-motion joints formed with two rows of small bones and the

top of the cannon bone.

There are several conditions affecting the hock which can result

in lameness in the young thoroughbred.

Osteochondritis Dissecans (OCD) 

Osteochondritis Dissecans (which was discussed in detail in my

October column) is a common developmental condition which

affects the young horse. The incidence of OCD is believed to be

as high as 25% across all types of horses between five months

and three years of age. 

OCD occurs due to a failure of endochondral ossification, the

process in the young horse in which bone forms over a cartilage

template. The result of this process is a strong healthy bone

which ends with a smooth covering of cartilage. This smooth

cartilage is a key component in normal joint movement. 

In horses affected with OCD there is a disruption of this

T
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Fracture of the proximal cannon which was
subsequently surgically repaired

Fracture of the central tarsal bone

these bones will present with an acute onset of lameness after

exercise and resent flexion of the hock. The diagnosis can be

confirmed with a radiographic examination of the hock. In the

case of hairline or stress fractures, the fracture may not be

visible on initial imaging and won’t become apparent until the

healing process begins. Therefore, if a fracture is suspected but

not visible on initial radiographs the examination should be

repeated in 10-14 days.

In our experience fractures of the third tarsal bone and central

tarsal bones are best managed conservatively, providing there is

not excessive displacement or underlying pathology of the bone.

The prognosis following conservative management of third

tarsal bone fractures following conservative management is

excellent with central tarsal bones carrying a slightly more

guarded prognosis. Surgical fixation of the bone with placement

of a screw across the fracture is also an option.

With fractures of the proximal metacarpal bone, we have

opted for surgical fixation with a single screw as it generally

reduces the amount of time out of ridden exercise and hence

results in a quicker return to the track.

Fractures associated with trauma

As with any bone, fractures of the hock can result from direct

external trauma and two commonly affected areas are the

outside of the lower tibia, known as the medial and lateral

malleoli, and the point of the hock, known as the calcaneus. 

Fractures of the malleoli most commonly occur following a

fall, being cast in the stable or a kick from another horse. They

result in fragmentation at the lower tibia which is usually best

managed with surgical removal of the fragmented bone. In cases

where a large single fragment of bone is detached and there is

significant disruption of the collateral ligament, surgical fixation

is recommended as removal of the fragment could result in

instability of the joint. The prognosis following these fractures

for a return to soundness and racing is generally very good. 

Fractures of the calcaneus are also caused by external trauma

and can often lead to sequestrum formation. A sequestrum is a

piece of devitalised bone that has separated from the

surrounding parent bone and effectively acts as a foreign body.

There are numerous small, fluid-filled sacs around the point of

the hock. Sequestrum formation can lead to infection being

introduced to these and they can be very challenging to treat

successfully. 

Hock Degenerative Joint Disease

Degenerative Joint Disease (DJD), also known as osteoarthritis,

of the lower hock joints is a very common condition among all

horses and while it is more prevalent in older horses and horses

competing in different disciplines, it is seen in Flat racehorses. 

DJD is caused by a progressive loss of the cartilage covering

the small bones in the joint from the repetitive strains and

stresses of exercise and will result in lameness. Horses affected

with hock DJD will typically resent flexion of the joint and a

diagnosis can be achieved with radiographic examinations.

Radiographs will often reveal narrowing of the joint spaces in

the lower hock joint signifying loss of cartilage and extra bone

growth around the joints. 

Treatment of hock DJD is focused on minimising joint pain

by either systemic anti-inflammatory medication or direct

injection of corticosteroids into the joint. Water therapy can also

be very beneficial for managing these horses and here at

Johnston Racing we are fortunate to have the option of either

swimming or using the water walker before ridden exercise.

Cellulitis 

Cellulitis is an infection caused by bacteria in the deeper layers

of the skin and can occur at any site or any limb. The hock is a

particular predilection site for cellulitis and there is a condition

called focal peritarsal cellulitis which can cause an extreme

acute onset of lameness with marked swelling on the front of the

hock. 

The area is hot to touch, and the horse resents palpation. It

will also have a markedly elevated temperature. As with all

cellulitis the treatment involves systemic antimicrobial treatment

and improvement is normally seen quite quickly after treatment

commences.

X-ray of the point of the hock after the sequestrum 
was removed

Fracture of the lateral maleolus of the lower tibia which was
surgically removed
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